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India Equity Market Update: 2008

Equity Strategy

Outlook neutral, bottom up approach preferred
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Forex and Money Market
India GSec Yield (10 Year %)
USD/INR
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Equities: Neutral Outlook
Background: The discussion was initiated in November
2007 (Sensex at 19,000) and a downside target of 16,000
was set; later the target was revised to 14,000 (February
2008), and to 12,000 (June 2008). In September 2008 the
target was revised to 10,000. Since the Sensex is close to
achieving the target of 10,000, it is time for review.
FII’s flows to impact market direction and exchange
rate
FII’s view on emerging markets including India; redemption
pressure on these FII’s (mainly of Europe and US origin)
would impact their action in Indian market. FII flows would
also impact exchange rate for Indian rupee and the
exchange rate would have impact on equity market.
Benign inflationary environment to reduce volatility
Recent fall in oil and commodity prices may bring the
inflation down; if these prices don't move up again and
inflation is under control then domestic interest rates may
soften; that would help stabilizing Indian equities.
Globally cautious; long term downturn to continue
Globally, the significance of fiscal policies may increase as
monetary policies may have limited impact in handling the
current situation. Coordinated action by central banks
globally would help restoring the confidence and reducing
uncertainty. Slow process of increasing regulations and
financial system overhaul would start. Having said so,
losses from sub-prime may take time to get absorb by the
system.
Indian equities to move sideways
Indian equities may remain range bound, though currently
it Is not feasible to ascertain the range; market itself would
indicate formation of such range. Mid and small caps may
underperform large-caps. Bottom-up approach would yield
better results. The view on performance of Indian firms as
mentioned in our September 2008 newsletter prevails.
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APPENDIX I
Disclosure Section
Research Certification
NextGen India Investments is principally responsible for the preparation of this research report herby certifies that,
all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect its views about the company or the market. In
addition, any analyst of NextGen India Investments research group has not and will not receive any compensation
from the subject company for providing a specific recommendation or view in this report. Clients of NextGen India
Investments and analysts of NextGen India Investments research group may be holding equity shares of the
subject company at the time of issuing this report therefore it is safe to assume that the research group may have
vested interest in issuing the report. NextGen India Investments

Equity rating key for long-term investment opportunities
Stock ratings
NextGen India Investments assigns ratings based on relative rating system such as Overweight (OW), Neutral
(N), Underweight (UW) and Not-Rated (NR). NextGen India Investments does not assign ratings of Buy, Sell or
Hold to the stocks we cover. Overweight (OW), Neutral (N), Underweight (UW) and Not-Rated are not the
equivalent of buy, hold and sell. Investors should carefully read the definitions of all the ratings used in NextGen
India Investments Research. In addition, since NextGen India Investments Research contain more
comprehensive information concerning analyst views, investors should carefully read NextGen India Investments
Research, in its entirety, and not infer the contents from the rating alone. In any case ratings (or this report)
should not be relied as an investment advice.

Rating definitions
Overweight (OW) – The stock’s total return is expected to exceed the total return of the MSCI India Total Return
Index, on a risk adjusted basis over the next 12-24 months
Neutral (N) – The stock’s total return is expected to be in line with the total return of the MSCI India Total Return
Index, on a risk adjusted basis over the next 12-24 months
Underweight (UW) – The stock’s total return is expected to be below the total return of the MSCI India Total
Return Index, on a risk adjusted basis over the next 12-24 months
Not-Rated (NR) – Currently we do not have adequate conviction about the stock’s total return relative to the MSCI
India Total Return Index, on a risk adjusted basis over the next 12-24 months
Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for price targets included in NextGen India Investments Research is 12
to 24 months.
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Important Disclaimer
NextGen India Investments conducts India centric independent
investment research. The firm does not have any investment
banking or consulting relationship with the companies
mentioned in this report. No trading commission or referral
income is generated by issuing this report. Investors can refer
terms of use at www.nextgeninvestment.com
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Toronto, ON M5R 2N6, Canada
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The information contained in this report is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of and should
not be construed as an offer to sell or an invitation to subscribe or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe to any securities. The
information and opinions herein have been compiled or arrived at from current public information and sources believed to be reliable
and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness and correctness.
The right to change any such information, at any time, without notice, is fully reserved. Readers using the information contained
herein are solely responsible for their actions and are advised to satisfy themselves before making any investments. Any analyst of
NextGen India Investments research group, NextGen India Investments or Nextgeninvestment.com are not responsible for any
losses/damages arising consequent upon using the information contained in this publication.
The risk of equity investments can be substantial. There may be high volatility, large losses on original investments, and high degree
of psychological pressure for investor. Each investor must consider whether this is a suitable investment for him/her. Past
performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Analysts of NextGen India research group, NextGen India Investments, or
NextGeninvestment.com do not represent or imply any performance level, results or guarantee in relation to any content nor do they
make any claim that the use of this publication will result in a particular profit or prevent any loss for a user. In no event shall this
publication be liable to any party for any damages including without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, punitive, incidental or
consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, or loss of savings),
or any other damages arising - in any way, shape or form - out of the availability, use, reliance on, even if this publication shall have
been advised of the possibility of such damages, and regardless of the form of action, whether in contract, tort, or otherwise. Because
some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, the above exclusions of incidental
and consequential damages may not apply to you, but shall apply, in any event, to the maximum extent possible.
Some financial products described in this report are indexed to Bombay Stock Exchange, National Stock Exchange, S&P, Bloomberg,
MSCI etc. These trademarks are owned by respective owners. The financial securities referred to herein are not sponsored,
endorsed, or promoted by these entities and such parties bear no liability with respect to any such financial securities. Third party data
providers make no warranties or representations of completeness or accuracy of the data mentioned in this publication and they shall
not have any liability for any damages of any kind related to such data.
No portion of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of NextGen India Investments.

For detailed disclosure and terms of use please refer to www.NextGeninvestment.com.
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